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Abstract 
Bern M.W., H. J. Karloff, P. Raghavan and B. Schieber, Fast geometric approximation techniques 
and geometric embedding problems, Theoretical Computer Science 106 (1992) 265-281. 
Given an undirected n-vertex graph G and a set of n points in iw“, we wish to embed the vertices of 
G onto the points so as to minimize the total embedded edge length. Important special cases of this 
geometric embedding problem are those in which G is a binary tree, a cycle, or a star. We give fast 
approximation algorithms for embedding these graphs on the line and in the plane in several metrics. 
Our principal techniques are: a notion of “approximate geometric sorting” that can be computed in 
linear time, and fast approximation schemes for the minimum spanning tree problem in the plane. 
We expect that these approximation techniques can be applied to many geometric problems besides 
the embedding problem. We give the example of approximating the convex hull of a set of points in 
the plane 
1. Motivation and results 
In an instance of the geometric embedding problem, we are given a set 
P={p,, P2, . ..’ pn > of II points in R”, and an undirected graph G = (V, E) on n vertices. 
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An embedding of G onto P is a one-to-one mapping f of the vertices in V onto the 
points in P. An embedding f assigns a length to each edge e = ( U, v > in E, equal to the 
distance between ,f( u) and f(v) in Rd - assuming a metric on Rd. We wish to find an 
embedding of minimum total length, where the total length is the sum of the lengths of 
the edges in E. 
The geometric embedding problem has several important applications. 
l In the design of distributed computing networks, one frequently begins with 
a topological design for the network, constraining it to be, say, a star, a binary tree, 
or a ring. It is then required to connect n given physical locations in this configura- 
tion so as to minimize cable length; these locations would form the set P in our 
instance, and G would be the desired network topology. 
l A celebrated special case is the geometric traveling salesmun problem (TSP), where 
G is the cycle on n vertices [16]. Another well-known case is the I-median problem, 
where G is the star; the star is in fact a fairly common distributed network topology. 
l In wafer-scale VLSI, we are given a wafer containing faulty chips; we are to connect 
the n good chips in the wafer by a network, for example, a balanced bounded- 
degree tree for clock distribution [14]. 
The problem poses significant algorithmic challenges even in one dimension, that is, 
when the points lie on the line. Our emphasis in this paper is on fast approximation 
algorithms for points on the line or in the plane. 
We now summarize our results. In Section 2.1, we develop a notion of approximate 
geometric sorting that differs from the usual notion of an approximately sorted list. 
Given n points on the line, our algorithm gives a (1 +&)-approximation to their 
l-dimensional minimum spanning tree (or traveling salesman path) in time 
O(n+n log(l/c)/log n). 
In Section 2.2, we use approximate geometric sorting to devise fast approximation 
schemes for planar Euclidean minimum spanning trees. We give two schemes that 
approximate the Euclidean minimum spanning tree (EMST) to within a factor of 1 +E. 
The first is a simple randomized algorithm that runs in time O((l/s)n log log n) with 
high probability; the second is a slightly more complicated deterministic algorithm 
that always achieves this running time. It is interesting that an arbitrarily close 
approximation to the EMST can be computed in time O(n log log n), since exact 
computation of the EMST can be used to sort real numbers, and hence requires time 
Q(n log n). 
An immediate consequence of our EMST approximation is a (2 +&)-approximation 
scheme for the Euclidean TSP running in time O(n log log n) for any fixed E. In the 
final sections of this paper, we apply our approximate sorting and minimum spanning 
tree algorithms to give fast approximation algorithms for some other geometric 
embedding problems. For G a star (the l-median problem) in the plane, we give a 
(1 +&)-approximation algorithm running in time 0( n/d+ n log( l/.s)/(& log n)) 
(Section 3.1). The best algorithm we know of for exact computation runs in time @(n’). 
For embedding complete binary trees onto points on the line, we sketch an 
exact algorithm with the rather high complexity of O(n5.76). We also give an 
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O(n + n log(l/e)/log n) time algorithm that constructs a “naive embedding” that is at 
most 3 + E times the length of an optimal embedding (Section 3.2). Finally, for the 
problem of embedding a tree of maximum degree A onto points on the plane, we give 
a fast algorithm that yields an 0( A log n) approximation. 
Since our formulation of the geometric embedding problem is so general, the 
related literature is quite voluminous. We cite only the most relevant previous work. 
Of course, the general embedding problem is NP-complete since it includes the 
Euclidean TSP as a special case [lo]. Furthermore, Papadimitriou and Yannakakis 
[15] proved that for families of graphs that satisfy a certain technical property, the 
associated special case of the embedding problem is NP-hard in some metric space. 
This property holds for graph families such as cycles, binary trees, and meshes. For the 
TSP, the following approximation algorithms are known: a factor of 2 approximation 
in time O(n log n) using the EMST [16], a factor of 1.5 [6] in time O(H’.~ log4 n) 
using exact Euclidean matching [20], and a factor of 1.5+s in time about O(H’.~) 
using approximate Euclidean matching [22]. Vaidya [21] has also shown how to find 
a (1 +&)-approximation to the EMST in k dimensions in time 0( Ck II log n). 
Restricting the space containing the points does not usually make the geometric 
embedding problem tractable. The optimal linear arrangement problem [ 1 l] can be 
viewed as a special case of the embedding problem where P consists of the integer 
points 1,2, . . . . n on the line. This problem is already NP-hard, although polynomially 
solvable for trees [S]. Allowing arbitrary P introduces many new difficulties. A num- 
ber of authors have studied embedding problems in which a graph G is to be 
embedded in a “host” graph H; in this case edges of G must map to disjoint paths in 
H [17]. 
Hansen has recently obtained several very interesting results on embedding graphs 
onto points in the plane [ 121. In polynomial time, a d-dimensional grid can be 
embedded with cost within a factor of O(log2 n) of the optimal cost. Finally, any 
embedding of a hypercube, a butterfly, or a shuffle-exchange graph must be within 
O(log n) of optimal. 
2. Tools and techniques 
In this section we develop the notion of approximate geometric sorting, and then 
the approximation schemes for the EMST problem. 
2.1. Approximate geometric sorting 
Suppose that we are given a sequence a,, a2, . . . , a, of real numbers. It is well known 
that sorting these numbers takes Q(n log n) time. Is it possible to obtain a useful 
“approximate sort” in less time? To answer this question we first have to define how to 
measure the quality of the approximation. Typically, this is measured by how many of 
the (1) pairwise order relations are known after computing the approximate sort 
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[3, 11. For geometric algorithms, this measure does not seem particularly relevant, as 
it ignores the magnitude of errors. 
We measure the approximation in a different way. Let M and M’ be the minimum 
and maximum values of the numbers al, u2, . . . , a,. Suppose that we are given 
a permutation CJES,. Consider the path starting at M that visits a,(,), then 
U a(2), . . .? Us(n), and ends at M’. Observe that if CJ is the permutation given by sorting 
the points then the length of the path is M’- M. The permutation 0 will be a good 
approximation to the sorted order if the length of the path is close to M’-M. 
Specifically, we make the following definition. 
Definition 2.1. If a,, u2, . , a, is a sequence of real numbers of minimum value M and 
maximum M’, we define the cost of a permutation GE&, to be 
n-1 
(a o(l) -Ml+ C Ia,(i+l,-ua,(i)I+(M’-a,(,,). 
i=l 
We say that g is a (1 +&)-approximate sort if 
cost(cJ),<(l+&)[M’-M]. 
A (1 +&)-approximate sort can be viewed as a spanning tree or a traveling salesman 
path on the points. We now show how to find a very precise approximate sort. 
Theorem 2.2. A (1 + .s)-approximate sort CJ can befound in time 0( n + n log( l/&)/log n) 
and, hence, in linear time for any E that is l/n”“. 
Proof. Scaling and translating, we may assume that the minimum ai is 0 and the 
maximum is 1. We show how to construct perturbed real numbers til, ii2, . , ii,, for 
which 0 is the exact sorted order and ) ai-ail <&/(2n). 
Recall radix or “bucket” sort [lS, p. 1411. If bI, . . . . b, are integers in (0, 1, . . . , 
nc - 1 }, in O(cn) time we can sort them into nondecreasing order by writing each bi in 
base n (c digits), and then iteratively sorting on each digit, from least significant to 
most significant. 
Let t be a positive integer, and let 6= l/t. Partition the interval [0, l] into c+ 1 
subintervals [0, a), [S, 26), [26, 36), . . . , [(t - 1)6, 1) and [l, 11. For 1 d i< n, let 
bi = Lai/6 1 be the index of the subinterval containing ui. Note that each bi is an integer 
between 0 and t. Let c be the least positive integer satisfying nc > t + 1. Using radix sort 
we sort b,, . . . . b, in O(cn) time, which is O(n +(n log t)/log n) time. Let g be the 
resulting permutation. 
NOW let tii=6bi, for ldi<n. Then a,(l,~a,cz,~...~a,(,, and ltii_aiJ<6 for 
1 <i<n. Thus, 
cost(o)62(n+ 1)6+ l<- 
2(n+ *)+ l
t . 
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Choosing t at least 2(n + 1)/s, we see that cost(a) < 1 + E, as desired. The running time 
of the approximate sorting is only 0( n + (n log( l/s))/log n). 0 
It will be useful to view a (1 +&)-approximate sort in two ways: first as an 
approximate sort of a,, a2, . . . , a,, and second as an exact sort of the perturbed reals 
ai, 62, . ..) a,. (For some purposes, the perturbed reals should be distinct; this can be 
accomplished by further perturbing the ones corresponding to numbers falling into 
a single bucket.) Another very useful observation is that if each pair of original points 
is at least (M’ - M)&/2n apart, then the approximate sort given in the proof above will 
be exact. 
Kirkpatrick and Reisch [13] have shown how to sort n integers in the range 
(0, I, . ..? 2’“) in time O(n(1 +l og c)). Using their method rather than radix sort would 
give a linear time approximate sort for any E that is l/2”“‘. Theorem 2.2, however, will 
be sufficient for our needs. 
2.2. Approximating the MST 
We first give an algorithm for finding a (1 + .s)-approximation to the L1 (that is, the 
Manhattan or rectilinear) minimum spanning tree for points in the plane. Next we 
give a simple randomized algorithm for computing a (1 +&)-approximation to the 
EMST. We then derive an algorithm for the EMST that is deterministic, but some- 
what more complicated. Our results make use of the recent work of Chew and 
Fortune [S]. 
Chew and Fortune [S] show how to define a distance function (called a convex or 
Minkowski distance function) using an isosceles triangle I as a “unit circle”. The 
distance from point pi to point pj is found by placing a copy of triangle T so that its 
apex lies at pi and then expanding or contracting I until it contacts pj, as shown in 
Fig. 1. The expansion factor gives the distance. This distance function is not a metric 
in the usual sense because it is not symmetric, in fact not even defined for some choices 
of pi and pi. A Delaunay triangulation (DT) for a set of points and this distance 
Fig. 1. A distance function defined by an isosceles triangle. 
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function can be defined as a maximal planar straightline graph on the pointset 
with the property that the endpoints of each edge lie on an empty isosceles-triangle 
“circle” [4]. 
Chew and Fortune give an 0( n log log n) time algorithm for finding a DT for such 
a distance function, assuming that the points have first been sorted along directions 
parallel to the two legs of I. Their algorithm is a geometric sweep algorithm that uses 
the O(log log n) time priority queue of van Emde Boas et al. [23] as its basic data 
structure. Chew and Fortune also point out that the L, DT is the union of four right 
isosceles triangle DTs. Thus, if the points are available in sorted order along both the 
x- and y-axes, the L, DT can be found in time O(n log log n). 
Let MST,,(P) denote the length of a minimum spanning tree for pointset 
P=(p,,p,, ..., p,,} in the L, metric. Without loss of generality, assume throughout 
this section that all points of P lie inside the unit square [O, l] x [O, 1). and that there 
is a point whose x-coordinate is 0 and another whose x-coordinate is 1. Thus, 
MST’(P)> 1 for p3 1. The following lemma will be used repeatedly. 
Lemma 2.3. Let P= ( PI, j2, . . , j,, ] be a set ofpoints such that the L, distance between 
pi und pi is less than ~/4n for each i. Then given a minimum spanning tree for p, a tree 
spanning P of L, length at most (1 +&)MST,(P) can be computed in linear time. 
Proof. Given a spanning tree r for p we can in linear time derive from it a corres- 
ponding spanning tree T for P by replacing the endpoints of each edge in the spanning 
tree for p by the corresponding “unperturbed” points in P. The total change in length 
is at most e/2 since a spanning tree has n-l edges and the difference between the 
lengths of corresponding edges in T and T is at most &/2n. Thus, T 
has total length no more than MST,(P)+&/2. Similarly, given a spanning tree for 
P we can derive from it a corresponding spanning tree for p. Thus, 
MST,( P)+E/~> MST,( p). Since MST,(P)> 1, we conclude that T has length no 
more than (1 +&)MST,( P). 0 
Theorem 2.4. A spanning tree of L1 length at most (1 + E) MST, (P) can be computed in 
time O(n log log n+n log(l/&)/log n). 
Proof. For technical reasons, add the points (0, 0), (0, l), (1,0) and (1, 1) to P only for 
the sorting phase described below. Run a (1+&/4)-approximate sort on the x-co- 
ordinates of the points, perturbing each point horizontally by at most @n. Repeat 
this process on the y-coordinates, perturbing each point vertically by at most &/8n. 
Denote by P= {PI, jZ,. .., jn} the set of perturbed points thus obtained. Using the 
algorithm of [IS] to compute an MST for p and applying the lemma above gives the 
result. 0 
The scheme described above approximates MST,(P) by a factor slightly more than 
4; we now describe how this factor can be reduced to 1 +E. If we had the points 
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Fig. 2. (a) Chew and Fortune’s axes. (b) Axes for our deterministic approximation scheme. 
exactly sorted in k regularly spaced directions 8i = rt( i - 1)/k, i = 1,2, . . , k, we could 
use the ideas of Chew and Fortune to find 2k DTs of P in 2k different “metrics”. The 
“unit circle” in the ith metric is an isosceles triangle Aabc whose apex a is at the 
origin, L bac=Klk and ac makes an angle Bi with the x-axis, as shown in Fig. 2a for 
k=4. The (k+ i)-th metric has unit circle that is the reflection of the ith unit circle 
through the origin. (These distance functions are not symmetric, so they are not 
metrics in the usual sense.) Denote by G,(P) the union of these 2k DTs, that is, the 
graph on P containing the edges of every DT. Chew and Fortune [S] observe that the 
shortest path in Gk( P) between any two points in P is 1+0(1/k) times the Euclidean 
distance between them. Thus, the MST in G,(P) is a (1 +&)-approximation to 
MST’(P), for a suitable k that is 0(1/a). Running the MST algorithm of Fredman and 
Tarjan [9], we can find the MST in Gk( P) in time 0( kn + knp(kn, n)). 
We run into a problem, however, if we replace the exact sorts of P along k directions 
by k approximate sorts. The reason is that the perturbations introduced by the 
various approximate sorts interfere with each other. Thus, after approximately sorting 
and perturbing along the second direction, the points may no longer be in sorted 
order in the first direction, a problem that did not occur when we sorted approxim- 
ately in only two orthogonal directions. If we fail to produce a perturbed set of points 
consistent with the k orders, all bets are off: G,(P) may not even be connected. We first 
give a randomized solution to this difficulty. 
Theorem 2.5. There is a randomized algorithm that computes a spanning tree of length 
at most (1 +&)MST,( P). With probability 1-0(1/n), the algorithm terminates in 
O((l/s)n log log n) steps. 
Proof. We generate a set of perturbed points for which the approximate sort along 
every one of the k directions will be the true sorted order with high probability; from 
this, a (1 +&)-approximation to the MST is derived as sketched above by letting k be 
0(1/s). 
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The idea is to perturb each point pi to a random point pi chosen uniformly from 
a square of side &/4n centered at pi. We do this using the following discrete probability 
space. Let Xi denote the x-coordinate of pi and yi the y-coordinate of pi. Let Qi be the 
square array of points whose coordinates are (Xi +j . .z/4kn4, yi + 1. &/4kn4) for integers 
j and 1 with -kn3/2<j, 16 kn3/2. We then choose pi uniformly at random from Qi. 
Now we find a (1 + s/kn4)-approximate sort of the perturbed points pi in each of the 
k regularly spaced directions. Consider a single one of these approximate sorts. For 
each i, the number of points of Qi that are sorted into any single bucket is at most of 
the same order as the number of points in a single row or column of Qi. Hence, the 
probability that two distinct perturbed points pi and Pj fall into the same bucket is 
0(l/(kn3)), as this is a bound on the chance of jj falling into any single bucket given 
the location of pj. Summing over all O(n’) pairs of points and all k directions (for an 
upper bound on the failure probability), with probability 1-0(1/n) the points pi fall 
into different buckets in every one of the k directions. Thus, with probability 
1-0(1/n) the approximate sorts we obtain represent true sorted orders for the 
perturbed points p in all k directions, and we can apply the methods of Chew and 
Fortune and Lemma 2.3 to obtain the result. 0 
The argument above can be strengthened to give termination within time 
O((l/c)n log log n) with probability 1-0(1/n’) by choosing the points in each Qi to be 
more closely spaced. 
To obtain a deterministic (1 +&)-approximation scheme with the same asymptotic 
complexity, we use a slightly different approach. We perturb the points of P to nearby 
grid points p and then sort p along k somewhat irregularly spaced directions. By 
choosing the grid size and the directions carefully, we can ensure that the projections 
of distinct points of p onto each of the k axes are sufficiently far apart that all 
k approximate sorts will be simultaneously exact. Then we can apply the methods of 
Chew and Fortune to obtain an approximate EMST. 
Let t be a positive integer, and let G, denote the set of (t+ 1)’ points 
((i/t, j/t) IO< i, j< t}. A pair of grid points will be called extreme if the difference of 
their x-coordinates or of their y-coordinates is 1. Let A8 denote an axis (a line through 
the origin) that makes an angle 6 with the positive x-axis. Although Chew and 
Fortune use regularly spaced axes, the following lemma is implicit in their work. 
Lemma 2.6. Suppose e1 <oz <...Q 0, <7c are angles for which H,, 1 - G1 ~6, and 
(6, + n)- tik d 6. If the perpendicular projections of points in P onto each of Ae,, . . ., A** 
are given in sorted order, then a spanning tree for P of length at most (1 + 46)MST,( P) 
can be computed in O(kn log log n) additional time. 
We perturb each point of P to its nearest neighbor of the form (i/t, j/t) with 
0 <i, j< t, obtaining a multiset of points p. The key observation is the following: in 
a projection onto an axis A0 of irrational slope, no two distinct points of G, map to the 
same point. A stronger statement is true for axes with certain rational slopes. 
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Lemma 2.7. Assume t is a power of 2 and a is an odd positive integer less than t, and let 
e=arctan(a/t). Zf q and q’ are two distinct nonextreme points in G,, then the projections 
of q and q’ onto A0 are at least a distance l/2t2 apart. 
Proof. Let q = (i/t, j/t) and q’ = (i’/t, j’/t), and let c( = a/t. It is not hard to verify that 
the projections r and r’ of q and q’ satisfy 
( i+cfj cr(i+orj) I= ) t(l+c?)‘t(l+E2) ’ 
( i’+orj’ a(i’+Ej’) ?.‘= t(l+c?)’ t(l+a2) 1 . 
The difference between the x-coordinates of r and r’ is at least 
I(i-i’)+~(j-j’)l,~,(i_i,)+~(j_j,),, 
t(1 +a2) ‘2t 
Now, by the way we chose them, a and t are relatively prime, and at least one of i-i’ 
and j-j’ is nonzero. So if (i-i’)t+(j-j’)a=O, then al(i-i’) and tl(j-j’). 
But, because q and q’ are nonextreme, 1 i - i’l, 1 j-j’ ) < t - 1; consequently, 
I(i-i’)t+(j-j’)aI>,landthedistancebetweenrandr’alongA,isatleast 1/2t2. 0 
We use Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 and our choice of grid size t to guide our choice of the 
angles ei of the k=4m axes. We choose m angles within each of the ranges (0, n/4), 
(n/4, x/2), (7t/2, 37r/4), (3x/4,x). For each integer i = 1,2, . . . , m, let ai be the nearest odd 
integer less than t to it/m (rounding down in the case of a tie), ai=ai/t, and 
e,=arctan(cri). We define the axes in the other ranges using this first set: 
for i= 1,2, . . ..m. let e,+i=x/2-0,+1_i, e2m+i=7C/2+0i, e3m+i=~-ee,+1_i. 
Figure 2b illustrates the case of t = 16 and k = 8. The 8 irregularly spaced axes shown 
do not necessarily give the same approximation factor as the 4 regularly spaced axes 
shown in Fig. 2a. In general, our method increases the number of axes by a fairly large 
constant factor that we determine below. 
Using Lemma 2.7 and some symmetries, it is not hard to confirm that distinct 
nonextreme points q and q’ of G, project to points at least a distance 1/2t2 apart along 
all axes simultaneously. Using some trigonometric facts, it is not hard to confirm 
that the angles ei are closely spaced. More precisely, ei+ 1 -Bi$4/t + 8/k for each 
i=l,2, . . . . k- 1, and 8, +rc--8,<4/t+8/k. 
We now choose values for t (the grid size), k (the number of axes), and E’ (the 
precision of the approximate sorts) that will give us a (1 +&)-approximation. Let 
t=rl6n/sl, k=[256/el, E’ = E2/256n. 
The nearest grid point pi to an original point pi is then within ,,h~/ 16n. The angles are 
spaced within s/16, assuming n 2 8. Thus, Lemma 2.6 (with 6 = ~/16) implies that we 
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can find a spanning tree for p of length at most (1 +s/4)MST2( p) in time 
0(( l/s)n log log n) after the k sorting steps. This in turn gives a spanning tree for P of 
length at most (1 +s)MST,( P) using the argument given in the proof of Lemma 2.3. 
The remaining fact to verify is that all k sorts are indeed exact. Distinct points of 
p project to points at least 1/2t2 3 .z2/512n2 = &‘/2n apart. Thus, the observation at the 
end of Section 2.1 guarantees that all k approximate sorts are simultaneously exact. 
Theorem 2.8. There is a deterministic algorithm that computes a spanning tree of length 
at most (1 +s)MST2(P) in time O((l/s)n loglogn). 
We list one immediate application to a geometric embedding problem. 
Corollary 2.9. There is a deterministic algorithm that computes a (2+&)-approximate 
Euclidean traveling salesman tour in time O((l/s)n log log n). 
3. Applications 
While the results of the previous section are of interest in their own right, they have 
several applications. We describe some in this section. 
3.1. Approximating the l-median 
As above, we consider the L1 metric before moving to L2. An unconstrained version 
of the l-median problem can be solved exactly in linear time in the L1 metric. This 
version asks for a new point p. that minimizes the sum of the distances to points in 
P= (pl, p2, . , p,}, that is, the star center is not constrained to be one of the input 
points. It is easy to see that an optimal solution is obtained by choosing the x- and 
y-coordinates of p. to be, respectively, medians of the x- and y-coordinates of points in 
P. A naive linear-time approximation algorithm for the constrained problem might 
then choose the closest point of P to p. to serve as the star center in the constrained 
version of the problem. This algorithm produces a solution within a factor of 2 of the 
optimal. We can do much better by using approximate sorting. As above, assume that 
points lie in the unit square and that there exists a point with x-coordinate 0 and 
a point with x-coordinate 1. 
Theorem 3.1. An embedding qf the star that has L1 length no more than 1 +E times the 
L1 length of an optimal embedding can be found in O(n+ n log(l/&)/log n) time. 
Proof. We first (1 +&)-approximately sort P by x-coordinate and obtain a set of 
perturbed points for which this approximation sort is exact. Recall that each pertur- 
bed point is within &/2n of its original counterpart. Let Xi (Xi) be the x-coordinate of 
the ith original (perturbed) point in this order. We next perform a sweep, computing 
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for each perturbed point pi the sum S,=~~= 1 IXi-?cjl using the recurrence 
Si=~-1 +(i- l)(xi-xi_l)-(n-i+ 1) (Xi-Xi-l). Si is computed exactly. For each i, 
gi is within a factor of 1+~/2 of the correct sum Si=Cj”= 1 [xi--xjl. We then (1 +a)- 
approximately sort by y-coordinate and compute analogous approximate sums. 
Combining the two sums and choosing the original point of P whose perturbed 
counterpart has the minimum total gives the star center. 0 
Of course, if the approximate sorts are exact, then the method above gives an exact 
solution. Approximately sorting in k directions gives a result for the L2 metric. For 
this application, it is not necessary to compute a perturbed set of points consistent 
with the k orders; we simply compute approximate sums in k directions and pick the 
point of P that minimizes the grand total. 
Theorem 3.2. An embedding qf the star that has L2 length no more thun 1 + E times 
the L2 length of an optimal embedding can be j&nd in time O(n/&+ 
fl log (W/(& log n)). 
Proof. Let k = [2/d 1. We (1 + c/2k)-approximately sort in each of k regularly spaced 
directions. For each sort, the bucket size is then &/4kn times the difference of minimum 
and maximum projections along that direction. For each direction and each point pi, 
we compute a (1 + &/4k)-approximation to the sum of the distances from pi to the other 
points, as projected onto an axis in that direction. This computation is accomplished 
using a sweep just as in the proof above. For each pi, we then compute a grand total of 
these approximate sums; these will be (1 +s/4)-approximations to the true grand 
totals. Suitably normalized (by multiplying by x/2k), the true grand total for point pi is 
an approximation to the sum of the Euclidean distances from pi to each other point. 
The relative error of this approximation is bounded by the worst-case ratio between 
usual Euclidean distances and distances in a metric whose unit circle is a regular 
2k-gon centered at the origin. As in [19], this ratio is in turn bounded by the ratio of 
the minimum and maximum distances from the origin to points on the regular 2k-gon. 
This ratio is l-cos( x/2k), and cos(x/2k) < 2/k’ <E/2. Multiplying this error by 
(1 + c/4), the relative error of our approximate grand totals, gives a relative error of less 
than (1 + E), assuming a < 1. 0 
Shamos and Yuval [19] give a similar result for the related problem of computing 
the mean distance between points in P (or, equivalently, the sum of all (2) distances). 
Their algorithm is slower, however, by a factor of R(log k) as they use the (impracti- 
cal) approach of recursive median finding to group P into buckets; this is too coarse to 
give a (1 +&)-approximation for the l-median. The main result of [19] is that all (I) 
square-root operations are required to compute the mean distance. This lower bound, 
however, does not apply to the l-median problem. In fact, no nontrivial lower bounds 
are known. 
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3.2. Trees 
Our EMST approximation algorithm yields an approximation algorithm for em- 
bedding bounded-degree trees, such as a complete binary tree, onto points P in the 
plane. A complete binary tree is a useful network for message broadcast among 
processors in a distributed system. 
Theorem 3.3. If G is a tree of maximum vertex degree A, then there is an embedding 
computable in time O((l/s)n log log n) that approximates the minimum length embedding 
of G to within a factor of (2 + &)A log n. 
Proof. We first consider the special case that G is a complete binary tree. We use the 
approximate EMST to define a (2 +&)-approximate traveling salesman tour. Then we 
map the root of the complete binary tree to any point of P; let this point be p. The 
children of the root are mapped to the two points of P that are (n + 1)/4 points away 
from p along the TSP tour. Now we map their children recursively ((n+ 1)/8 points 
away along the tour, etc.) to embed the entire tree around the cycle. Note that in this 
embedding each TSP edge is “crossed” at most log, n times by an edge of the 
embedded tree, thinking of the points arranged linearly around the cycle. Applying 
the triangle inequality, the length of this “naive embedding” is at most 
(2 log, n + e)MST2( P) and, hence, at most (2 log, n + E) times the length of the optimal 
embedding. 
In the general case of a tree with maximum degree A, we recursively embed 
centroids. A centroid is a vertex v whose deletion divides G into subtrees, each with no 
more than n/2 vertices. In linear time we can order the vertices vl, v2, . . . , v, of the tree 
G such that vi is a centroid for G, and each subsequent vertex vi is a centroid of its 
connected component of G after the removal of vi, v2, . , vi_ 1. 
We then map the first centroid vi to any point of P and the subtrees adjacent to vi 
to contiguous intervals of P. Subtrees are then embedded recursively on their allotted 
intervals. Each subsequent centroid vi is mapped to a point within the interval that 
allows the subtrees resulting from the removal of vi to be mapped to contiguous 
subintervals. In this embedding each TSP edge is crossed at most A log n times, and 
the rest of the argument goes as above. 0 
For points P on the line, we can do a better job of embedding a complete n-node 
binary tree, where n+ 1 is a power of two. Assume first that P is sorted such that 
Pi<P2<... d p,,; later we shall add approximate sorting to give a faster running time. 
The difficulty in embedding the tree is that the points are not equally spaced. In an 
optimal embedding, there will tend to be few edges crossing long gaps between 
consecutive points, since the length of the embedding onto P is the sum over 
i=l,2, . . . . n - 1 of the number of edges crossing the gap between pi and pi+ 1 times 
pi+ 1 --pi, the length of that gap. Figure 3 shows an optimal embedding of a 15-node 
complete binary tree. 
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x1 X2 X15 
Fig. 3. An optimal embedding of a 4-level binary tree onto points on a line. 
For an embedding f of a complete binary tree onto points P, we call the edges 
crossing the kth gap the cross edges at k, that is, {u, U> is a cross edge at k if and only if 
f(u) < k and f( u) > k + 1 or vice versa. Let the naive embedding be the embedding that 
maps the root to JJ~,,+ 1j,2 and recursively maps the left and right subtrees naively to the 
left and right intervals. Let c(k, n) denote the number of cross edges at k in the naive 
embedding. Since the naive embedding is symmetric, c( k, n) = c( n - k, n) for each k. 
We will show that c(k, n) is no greater than 3 times the minimum number of cross 
edges at k in any embedding. Thus, rather surprisingly, the naive embedding is 
a 3-approximation algorithm for embedding the complete binary tree on the line. 
We say that a positive integer k is full if k + 1 is a power of two. Define a function 
g(k) on the nonnegative integers by g(0) = 0, and for k > 0, g(k) = 1 + g(m - k), where 
m is the least full number no smaller than k. For k < n/2, c(k, n)= g(k). Thus, one 
infinite sequence, g(O), g(l), . . ., gives the number of cross edges for all n and conveys 
all the information in the functions c(k, n). 
We say that a sequence of (positive or negative) integers ci, c2,. . . represents an 
integer k if k = Cici( 2’- 1). The cost of the representation is xi 1 ci 1, and it is optimal if it 
is a minimum cost representation of k. It is not hard to see that in every optimal 
representation 1 cl I< 2 and 1 ci I < 3 for all i. 
In any embedding of the complete binary tree, the cross edges at each k yield 
a representation of k as follows. For each cross edge (u, u} at k, where u is the parent 
of u, let 1 be the height of u in the complete binary tree. Adding the term +1(2’- 1) 
(-1(2’- 1)) if u is embedded to v’s right (left), gives a representation of k. The cost of 
this representation is no more than the number of cross edges at k. Let h(k) be the cost 
of an optimal representation of k. Our aim is to show that g(k)< 3h(k), thereby 
showing that the number of cross edges at gap k in the naive embedding is no more 
than 3 times the minimum number of cross edges at k in any embedding. The 
following number-theoretic lemma is central. 
Lemma 3.4. For all k, there is an optimal representation of k in which IciJ d lfor all i > 1. 
Proof. We give a method which decreases the number of i > 1 such that 1 Ci I > 2, while 
maintaining optimality. Let c 1, c2, . be an optimal representation of k. Choose j > 1 
as small as possible so that / Cjla 2; we may assume cj > 2 by negating k if necessary. If 
c,>l, then 
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is a lower-cost representation of k, a contradiction. Thus, ci GO. If cj+ 1 ~0, the 
representation above has at least one fewer index i > 1 with 1 Ci) 3 2, and is still optimal: 
we have accomplished our goal. 
Thus, we may assume c. J+ 1 3 1 and that the displayed representation above is 
optimal. NOW 2<Cj+1+1<4. If cj+l + 1=4, the representation cannot be optimal. 
Thus, 2 < cj+ 1 + 1 < 3. If cj+ z < 0, then the representation 
c1-2,C2,...,Cj-1,Cj-2, Cj+l-1, Cj+2+1,Cj+3,... 
is again optimal and has at least one fewer i> 1 with 1 ciI 3 2. 
Thus, we may also assume that cj+ 2 3 1. In this case, the last representation above is 
still optimal. Then the representation ci -3, c2, . . ..cj_i. ~~-2, cj+i - 1, cji2- 1, 
cj+3+ l, cj+4, cj+Sv... is also optimal. But now ci - 3 < -2, a contradiction. q 
We say that a representation k =I!= 1 Ci( 2’- 1) is a suituble representation of k if it is 
optimal, Cj # 0, i > 2 implies that I Ci I < 1, and the sum of the indices i such that i > 2 and 
ci#O is minimal among all such representations. By Lemma 3.4, there always exists 
a suitable representation of k. 
In a suitable representation cl, c2, . . . , cj of k> 2, cj must be 1. We assert that 
cj_i>O. For if cj_i =-1, then 
Cl + 1, (‘2, (‘3, . ..) cj_, = 1, Cj=O 
would be an optimal representation with a smaller sum of indices i such that i 3 2 and 
ci ~0. Thus, k is at least (2j- l)-x,jii (2’- l)- 2. From this inequality, it is not hard 
to deduce that 2j- 1~ 2k - 1. Similarly, k is at most I{=, (2’- l)+ 2, which implies 
that 2j- 1 3 k/2. 
We are now ready to prove the main lemma on g(k), the number of cross edges at 
gap k in the naive embedding. Observe that /k-II = 1 implies Ig(k)-y(l)]< 1, and 
that if k+l is full, then Jg(k)-g(I)l=l. 
Lemma 3.5. For all k>O, g(k)<3k(k). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k; the lemma is clearly true for k = 1 or 2. Let k > 2 
and consider a suitable representation k = If= 1 Ci(2’- 1). Since this representation is 
optimal it has cost k(k). By the arguments above, cj= 1 and k/2 < 2’- 1 d 2k - 1. Let 
m=2j- 1. If k is full, then y(k)= 1, so the lemma is true; hence, we may assume that 
k is not full. Of course ci, c2, . . . . cj-i is a representation of k-m. Thus, k(k)- 1, the 
cost of representation cl, C2, , Cj_ 1, is at least k(k-m) which, by symmetry, is the 
same as k(m-k). 
Cuse I : If k 3 m, then 
g(k)= 1 +g((2m+ 1)-k) 
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since 2m+ 1 is the next larger full number, and 
g(k)d2+g(2m-k)d3+g(k-mm) 
because (2m- k)+(k-m) is full. Thus, by induction, and the fact that 
1 +h(k-m)Qh(k), 
g(k)d3+3h(k-m)=3(1 +h(k-m))<3h(k), 
Case 2: If k<m, then again by induction, 
g(k)= 1 +g(m-k) 
61+3h(m-k) 
<3(1+h(m-k))d3h(k). 0 
Thus, we obtain the following theorem 
Theorem 3.6. The naive embedding of a complete binary tree is no more than three times 
the length of the optimal embedding. 
If we let p be a (1 +&)-approximate sort of P, then an optimal embedding onto p is 
at most 2(n- 1)~ longer than an optimal embedding onto P. Thus, the naive embed- 
ding onto p is of length at most 6(n- 1)~ greater than the length of an optimal 
embedding onto P. Choosing E to be 1/6nZ, we obtain a (3 + l/n)-approximation 
algorithm. Chrobak has shown that there are instances for which the length of our 
naive embedding is at least 7/3 times the length of the optimal embedding [7]. 
Embedding a complete binary tree onto points on the line can also be solved exactly 
in polynomial time. We briefly sketch a solution here. Call the number of descendants 
of an edge in a binary tree its weight and call two nodes nonancestral if neither is an 
ancestor of the other. The following lemmas can be proved by induction, and we leave 
them to the interested reader. 
Lemma 3.7. There is an optimal embedding such that for each k, no pair of cross edges at 
k have the same weight. 
Lemma 3.8. There is an optimal embedding such that the subtrees rooted at two 
nonancestral nodes v1 and v2 do not interleave, that is, the images of all descendants of v1 
lie to the left or right of the images of all descendants of v2. 
These facts provide the basis for a dynamic programming algorithm that considers 
all possible “patterns” of edge weights entering and leaving each interval of points 
[pi, pj). The number of patterns to consider is 0(32’og2”), as for each weight, a cross 
edge of that weight may enter, leave, or do neither, at each of i and j. Altogether, the 
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algorithm runs in time O(H’.~~). Chrobak has recently improved this running time to 
about 0(n3) [7]. In either case, the rather slow running time justifies our focus on 
approximation. 
3.3. Convex hulls 
In this section we offer an application of approximate sorting to a different problem. 
We expect that there are many such applications, essentially whenever sorting is the 
bottleneck step. 
Andrew’s modification of Graham’s convex hull algorithm (see [ 16, pp. lOO_ 1041) 
computes the convex hull of n points in linear time if the points are already sorted by 
x-coordinate. If there are many points with the same maximum or minimum x- 
coordinate, a second or third sort may be necessary. Bentley et al. [2] show how to 
find an “approximate convex hull” H in time 0( n + I/E). H approximates the convex 
hull in the sense that any point that lies outside of H lies at a distance at most E from 
H. A superlinear l/a necessitates superlinear time. 
We can improve the result of [2] by applying approximate sorting and then 
running the Andrew-Graham algorithm. If the points are (1 +&)-approximately sorted 
by x-coordinate, we can slide each point horizontally a distance less than E, and then 
build the exact convex hull for these n perturbed points. (If we ensure that no two 
perturbed points have the same x-coordinate, then second and third sorts are not 
necessary.) The time needed is O(cn) for E = Kc, . thus, we can tolerate E as small as n-’ 
for constant c and still achieve linear time. Using the sorting method of [13] gives 
a correspondingly stronger result. 
4. Conclusion 
We have given approximation algorithms for a variety of geometric graph embed- 
ding problems. All our algorithms are extremely fast in theory and some are quite 
practical. We conclude with a list of some open questions our work raises. 
(1) It would be interesting to resolve the complexity of the geometric embedding 
problems we have studied. The results of [lS] hold for metric spaces, rather than 
geometric spaces. The only geometric hardness results in this area are that embedding 
a cycle (TSP) is NP-hard for both Li and L2 metrics [lo]. 
(2) Can the Euclidean MST be approximated to within some constant factor in 
(almost) linear time? Could one obtain a (1 +&)-approximation to the MST in time 
o(n log log n) (for any fixed c>O)? The O(n log log n) running time from the van 
Emde Boas data structure [23] used in [S] appears to be an obstacle for any technique 
similar to ours. 
(3) Could it be that our strategy of laying a complete binary tree around a traveling 
salesman tour achieves a ratio better than the obvious 2 log, nP Can we do better than 
a O(log n) approximation for trees in the plane? 
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(4) Can the Euclidean l-median problem in the plane be solved exactly in time 
o( it’)? 
(5) Approximate sorting focuses attention on data structures with query times that 
are o(log n). Is there a useful o(log n) time version of a segment tree? Such a data 
structure would enable us to solve problems like the area of the union of rectangles 
approximately [ 161. 
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